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Summary: The note estimates bounds for uctuating forces on suspended masses due

to varying electric �elds. The estimates indicate that uncontrolled electric �elds could

inuence the low frequency noise budget in the initial interferometer. Several steps are
recommended: 1) a measurement of surface charge and decay time on the dielectric coating

of the mirrors be carried out to re�ne the estimates, 2) if the worst case estimates are

validated by these measurements, to search for an electrolytic conducting thin �lm coating

with low optical loss, 3) as a general practice to hide all dielectric surfaces from the test

masses by conducting surfaces or if possible to overcoat them with conducting thin �lms.

Introduction: A known noise source in precision mechanical instruments such as gravime-

ters and torsion balances and low energy charged particle spectrometers are stray electric

�elds from stored charge on dielectrics and contact potential di�erences on conductors.

The �elds uctuate due to thermally driven mechanisms such as charge di�usion on the

insulators and changes of the work function of the conducting surfaces because of crystal
face reorientations and adsorbed gas motions.

Field strengths and surface charge densities:

Conductors: Contact potential di�erences between metals are a few volts so that a system

constructed of di�erent metals electrically connected together will produce static �elds of
the magnitude of the contact potential di�erence divided by the physical separations.

Electric �elds 10�2 to 10�1 volts/cm are likely to occur in the LIGO test mass chambers

and suspensions. Even in a system where are all the surfaces have nominally the same

work function (such as the gold coating done in beta ray spectrometers) �eld strengths

of 10�3 volts/cm are experienced due to crystal face variations at the surfaces and the
polarization of adsorbed gas at the surface.

Insulators: There are multiple mechanisms that leave surface charge on insulators, most

involve abrasion associated with mechanical contacting which leaves one polarity on the

surface and the other on the removed material.[1] The charges are carried by both ions and
\free" electrons. A well known source of dielectric charging in vacuum is via dust which is

moved during pump out. (The gas ow itself is not expected to abraid surfaces.) In the

suspensions planned for the LIGO, contacting the limit stops is certain to leave charge on

the dielectric surface. The cleaning operations on the mirror surfaces are another source

of charging and even though the surface eventually becomes neutralized by ions in the air
or electrolytic ions in the solvents, these neutralizing charges hop from site to neighboring

available site causing electric �eld uctuations at the surface. Net surface charge densities

on dielectrics measured in vacuum run between 10�4 to 1 esu/cm2 [1,2,3,4,5] with extereme

values (such as metal rubbing against insulator) limited by �eld emission at 103 esu/cm2.[1]
The surface charge induced by cosmic ray muons is expected to be negligible. In air the

surface charge is limited by the breakdown of air at the dielectric surface which corresponds

to surface �elds of 3� 104 volts/cm and maximum charge densities of 101 esu/cm2. [1,2,3]
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An often used technique to reduce surface charge on dielectrics in vacuum is to coat the

surface with a slightly conducting ionic �lm such as stannous chloride for transparent sur-
faces such as windows and metallic coatings (with insulating traces if electrical insulation

is required) for opaque surfaces. If neither of these strategies can be used, the �nal method

is to \hide" the dielectric behind conductors or to attach conductors to the dielectric in

such a fashion to terminate the �elds. For example, in the case of the test masses to
attach a conducting cylinder to the mirror long enough so that the �elds generated by

the charges on the dielectric mirror surface are terminated on the cylinder. Clearly not a

preferred solution, if needed, since such an electrostatic shield could have low frequency

normal modes, could increase the mechanical dissipation of the test mass and interfere

with magnetic drivers.

Estimates of the uctuating forces: The best that can be done without real measure-

ments on the test masses is to give bounds to the noise. The reasoning given is no better

than a dimensional argument. Assuming the uctuations of the �elds can be treated as
a Markov process with a single correlation time, the uctuating force power spectrum,

F 2(f), will be related to the average force, < F >, by
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where �0 is the correlation time of the process and f the frequency at which the uctua-
tions are evaluated. In the most likely cases for either contact potential uctuations and

dielectric surface charge density uctuations, the reciprocal of the correlation time will be

small compared to the frequency and the uctuating force power spectrum becomes
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The average electrostatic force on a dielectric surface charge layer, �, due to images in

surrounding conductors is

< F > =
(� A)2
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where A is the area associated with the charge distribution and d is the distance to the

nearest conductor.
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